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CHIEF SALES OFFICER | VICE PRESIDENT, SALES – ENTERPRISE SOLUTIONS  
Transformative, Authentic Sales Leader ⏏ Driver of Significant Sales Growth ⏏ High-growth Environments  

20+-years of Success in Repeatedly Exceeding Revenue and Profitability Goals  

Vibrant, transformative sales leader with 20+-year track record of success in building, leading, and growing high-performing sales 
teams and driving sales and profitability within an high-growth organization. Recognized by peers as “a gladiator in the arena that is 
relentless, and works harder and smarter than anyone else.” Provides deep expertise in new customer acquisition and retention 
within the U.S. and globally. 	

SIGNATURE	STRENGTHS	

! Recognized as an effective and charismatic 
change and growth agent. 

! Fosters trust, engagement, and loyalty from 
teams in the face of transformation. 

! Impactful communication and presentation skills, 
with the ability to educate, influence, and engage 
any audience. 	

! Expertise in leading, structuring, and closing high-
stakes negotiations with multi-million-dollar wins. 	

LEADERSHIP	COMPETENCIES		

" U.S. & International Growth Initiatives  " Brand Differentiation & Positioning  " Global P&L Management  
" Strategic Vision, Planning, & Execution  " Clearly Defined Sales Messaging  " Board Presentations & Influence 
" Sales Operations & Enablement  " Deeply Accelerated Sales Lifecycle " Holistic in Tackling Challenges  
" Fortune 500 Penetration & Retention  " True Account Management Discipline  " Effective Change Management  

EXECUTIVE	OVERVIEW	
ABC: A next-generation cloud-computing company 2011 – Present  
VICE PRESIDENT OF SALES   
Appointed member of the executive leadership team charged with building, growing, and leading a national sales team with a laser-focus 
on new customer acquisition, account management, and account growth. Developed and led a team of 8 Regional Vice Presidents.   

! Positioned ABC to achieve 600% sale growth and ~12x valuation 
increase. Company acquired by IBM in 2015 as a result of this growth, 
enabling rapid global footprint expansion. Played an integral role in this 
succcessful exit.  

! Positioned ABC as a serious contender in the cloud-computing 
industry. Captured 10% growth in market share within a highly competitive and saturated market across >40 industry 
segments, as evidenced by:  
- Consistently exceeded sales targets by up to 80% of plan by engaging and winning deals with Fortune 500 accounts. 
- Assisted in the acquisition of >300 new customers with over 50 Fortune companies; 98% of all new acquisitions were 

competitive takeaways.  
- Achieved 100% retention of all customers. Realigned Sales and Client Services teams to provide a more holistic approach 

to client management (vs. a “project-based” approach), directly resulting in improved customer satisfaction and retention.   
 

IMPACT	SNAPSHOT	

ü Drove 600% growth at ABC, and substantial growth at 
XYZ CORP. – ultimately leading to 2 successful exits.  

ü Positioned ABC to raise $14M in growth equity from LL 
Venture Partners and BBC Ventures as result of delivering 
rapid growth in less than 3 years.  

ü Increased revenues $8M to over $33M within a four-year 
period while improving deal P&L from single digits to 50% 
at XYZ CORP. 
 

Poised ABC, at the time, a nascent cloud-
computing start-up, to become an award-

winning $32M company in 4 years. 
	

… Authentic, Approachable Leadership 
… People Development, Engagement, & Growth   

… Relentless, Winning Attitude   
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! Played a pivotal role in growing a $3.5M venture-backed start-up to become a $32M high-growth organization. 
Touched and evolved all aspects of the business to become an award-winning company:  

- Messaging: Joined a start-up struggling with brand identity, positioning in the market, and lack of significant top-line 
growth.  Influenced founders to redefine offering. Shaped targeted strategic messaging that set ABC apart in the marketplace.  

- Sales & Client Services Organizations Infrastructure: Built out and scaled an industry-leading Sales and Client Services 
organization to 23 staff. Designed and implemented sales processes and operations across a 36-country global footprint.  

- Account Management Discipline: Intensified discipline across the sales lifecycle, accelerating company’s cadence to respond, 
customize, and deliver in the market.  Addressed inconsistencies that existed in new customer acquisition strategy.  

- Competitive Pricing Strategy: Developed and executed creative pricing strategies that improved win rate to ~50% resulting in 
significant takeaways from more established larger competitors. 

- Global Expansion: Expanded sales capabilities to global footprint, capturing $1M in bookings in 2015.  
! Attracted, developed, retained, and inspired industry-leading top talent. Strengthened credibility and visibility of the 

company to become a place that people wanted to work for, creating a ripple effect of dynamic talent joining the company.    
 
XYZ CORP.: A managed services firm  2000 – 2011 
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT (2010 – 2011)   
Appointed member of the executive leadership team charged with driving top-line revenues and bottom-line profitability, reporting 
directly to the President of North America. Led strategic vision and revenue growth execution for a 26-state territory with budgeted 
revenues of $50M. Coached and managed a team of 15 Account Executives for peak performance.  

! Played an integral role in the successful exit from a private equity 
firm in 2011. Drove growth within a cyclical cloud-computing business, 
exceeding revenue goals year-over-year.  

! Closed the largest contract in the industry in 2010, a Fortune 500 
technology client now generating ~$30M annually for the company.  

! Continued to win large global accounts, achieving a winning streak with new accounts that included: Raytheon, Procter & 
Gamble, IBM, and Samsung.  Maintained a 99% client retention rate.  

 
VICE PRESIDENT (2006 – 2010)  
Led sales team in powering growth across a ten-state Central region, with additional oversight for an underperforming Eastern region. 

! Catapulted revenues from $8M to over $33M within a four-year period by steering strategic focus to retain existing 
customer base, expanding share of the wallet within key accounts, and converting targeted prospects into customers.  

! Bolstered deal P&L from single digits to 50% to produce >$15M in additional incremental revenue.   
! Consistently exceeded quota, attributed to clearly defined sales messaging that resulted in key wins with Fortune 1000 

companies, including General Mills, HP, Best Buy, and Verizon.  
! Jumped winning percentage from 10% to 70% through the development of an opportunity management process 

implemented enterprise-wide. Led turnaround in new customer conversions through rigorous sales process oversight.    
 
DISTRICT GENERAL MANAGER (2004 – 2006) | ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE (2000 – 2004)  
Held full responsibility for an $8M district P&L, overseeing 25 direct reports. Increased revenues from $6M to $8M within 2 
years by leading expansion of new business and the development of operational efficiencies in the delivery model.  
EARLIER	ENGAGEMENTS:		Held progressive sales leadership roles while at ABC Resources and Capital One. 
EDUCATION:		Bachelor of Arts in Business, University of Illinois  
	

“The most natural leader I've ever encountered. Some people strive to be leaders or just play at being leaders, 
Suzanne just is a leader by her nature, aligning others to follow and challenging them to achieve.” 

	

Sold the largest client services contract in 
the industry at the time, positioning XYZ 

CORP. for successful exit in 2011.  
	


